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UPFRONT 
 

Cadillac Ventures Inc. (“Cadillac Ventures” or the “Company”) is focused on 

the exploration and development of two key properties, Thierry (copper, nickel, 

precious metals) in northwestern Ontario, and Burnt Hill (tungsten, tin) in New 

Brunswick (see page 2), both of which have NI 43-101 resource estimates.  
 

Potential catalysts to bolster Cadillac Ventures’ stock include the following: 
 

● Continued advancement of the K1-1 project at Thierry: the better grades that 

were reported in recent K1-1 drilling results combined with additional up-

coming drilling should lead to an improved new resource estimate, which 

would complement the recent Preliminary Economic Assessment (PEA); 
  
●  A Preliminary Feasibility Study (PFS) for the Thierry property (Thierry Mine 

and K1-1) could be obtained within twelve months;  
 

●  The Company plans to increase its ownership interest in Burnt Hill. Renewed 

exploration and development could unlock its inherent potential value; and 
  
● Stabilization and renewed growth in global economies could return the lost 

lustre to the commodity markets, with a concomitant positive spin-off of 

greater investor interest in the junior mining sector, including for the 

Company’s overly-depressed shares that currently trade at multi-year lows.  
 

RECOMMENDATION and TARGET PRICE 
 

We continue to recommend the shares of Cadillac Ventures Inc. as a Speculative 

Buy for risk-tolerant investors. Our Target Price for the Company’s shares is 
$0.40, and reflects the current negative market attitude towards the mining 

sector. Nevertheless, selling at 1/2 book makes a purchase of Cadillac Ventures’ 

shares most compelling. 
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THE COMPANY 
 

Cadillac Ventures is an exploration-stage copper, nickel and PGM company currently advancing its 100%-owned 

Thierry property, which includes the past-producing Thierry Mine and the K1-1 deposit, in northwestern Ontario, 

and the 51%-owned Burnt Hill property, located in New Brunswick. 

 

The Thierry property is located near Pickle Lake, Ontario. It hosts two NI 43-101 compliant resources, for the 

Thierry Mine and for K1-1. 

 

 The Thierry Mine currently has a NI 43-101 resource estimate of 8.8 million tonnes, Measured and Indicated, 

grading 1.66% Cu, 0.19% Ni, 4.0 g/t Ag, 0.05 g/t Au, 0.04 g/t Pt and 0.13 g/t Pd; and 14.9 million tonnes, 

Inferred, grading 1.64% Cu, 0.16% Ni, 6.4 g/t Ag, 0.10 g/t Au, 0.07 g/t Pt, 0.21 g/t Pd. 

 

 K1-1 is an open-pit, large-tonnage, low-grade deposit located 3 km from the Thierry Mine. The Inferred 

mineral resource estimate is 53.6 million tonnes grading 0.38% Cu, 0.10% Ni, 1.83 g/t Ag, 0.03 g/t Au, 0.05 

g/t Pt, and 0.14 g/t Pd. The project’s total global mineralization inventory (which includes 22.3 million tonnes 

in non-NI 43-101 compliant resources and the 53.6 million tonnes in Inferred resources) is 75.9 million tonnes 

grading 0.38% Cu, 0.10% Ni, 1.81g/t Ag, 0.02g/t Au, 0.05 g/t Pt and 0.14 g/t Pd. 

 

The Burnt Hill property is located near Fredericton, New Brunswick. Its NI 43-101 compliant resource estimate 

consists of a 461,000 tonnes Indicated resource grading 0.489% WO3, 0.012% MoS2, 0.010% SnO2; and 590,000 

tonnes Inferred grading 0.535% WO3, 0.009% MoS2, 0.013% SnO2. 

 

 

INVESTMENT CONSIDERATIONS 
 

Positives 
 
● Successful PEA for the K1-1 Project: In May 2012, Cadillac Ventures obtained a Preliminary Economic 

Assessment (PEA) for the K1-1 project. The pre-tax NPV@10% is calculated to be $200 million, and the 

payback period is four years from the start of commercial production. 

 

● Continued drilling of the K1-1 Project: In summer 2012, Cadillac Ventures drilled 2,200 metres in eight 

holes at K1-1. The drilling tested the areas outside of the current NI 43-101 resource and showed that the 

grades in those areas are comparable, or even higher, than within the current deposit.  

 

● More drilling and NI 43-101 reports for K1-1 in sight: In total in 2012, Cadillac Ventures plans to drill 

about 3,200 metres at K1-1. The 2012 drilling could add up to 20 Mt in new and upgraded resource. The new 

resource estimate should be published in late 2012 or early 2013. We expect that the Thierry property as a 

whole will obtain a PFS in mid-2013. 

 

● Plans to resume exploration of the Burnt Hill property: In 2012-2013, Cadillac Ventures could drill about 

ten holes on the Burnt Hill property. The Company has indicated that its intention is to increase its ownership 

in the Burnt Hill property from 51% to 65%. 

 

● Sale of the Spanish asset: In May 2012, Cadillac Ventures sold its share in the Spanish exploration JV with 

MATSA for $2.5 million. This brought the Company much needed exploration funds.  
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Risks 
 

● Early Stage: Cadillac Ventures is at an early stage of development, with production not expected until 2016.  
 

● Financing: Further exploration of the K1-1 project as well as resumed exploration and a possible ownership 

increase in the Burnt Hill property largely depend on a successful equity financing. (The Company just 

announced its intention to raise up to $3 million in flow-through and non-flow-through shares. At the 

announced prices, existing shareholders will suffer considerable dilution. For further information, see Page 8. 
 

● Stock Market Environment: The junior mining sector is currently under pressure. Equity financing is 

difficult. It may be a while before investor interest returns to the junior mining companies. 

 

PROGRESS UPDATE 
 

Cadillac Ventures has achieved notable progress with its development projects over the past six months:  
 

(1) PEA for the Thierry Project 
 

In mid-May 2012, Cadillac Ventures obtained a Preliminary Economic Assessment (PEA) for the Thierry 

property, which covered both the Thierry deposit and the K1-1 deposit. The report was positive and showed the 

technical and potential economic viability of re-opening the Thierry mine and processing material, on a combined 

basis, from both the underground Thierry Mine and the K1-1 open-pit. 
 

The PEA was based on the estimate of the potentially economic portion (see the table below) of the mineral 

resources that were estimated for the Thierry Mine and K1-1 in 2011-2012. The estimates of the potentially 

mineable resources used in the PEA are 17% and 5% lower than the earlier resource estimates for Thierry and  

K1-1 respectively.  
 

Table 1: Thierry Project’s Potentially Mineable Resources 
 

 
Source: Company 
 

The table below shows the PEA’s main assumptions and results. 
 

Table 2: Thierry Project’s PEA Numbers 
 

Mining 15,000 tpd or 5.25 Mtpy (3.85 Mtpy from the open-pit and 1.4 Mtpy from underground)

Mine Life 16.2 yrs, including 3 yrs of pre-production (shaft) development

Cu price US$3.77/lb

Ni price US$10.11/lb

Ag price US$29.60/oz

Capital costs C$860 million (C$523 million initial and C$337 million sustaining)

Net Smelter Return (NSR) C$52.12/t

Operating Costs C$27.5/t

Non-Discounted Pre-Tax CF C$881 million

Internal Rate of Return 19.0%

Pre-tax NPV@10% C$200 million

Payback 4 yrs from the start of commercial production; 7 yrs from the start of shaft development  
Source: Company 

Classification Tonnes (000s) Cu (%) Ni (%) Ag (g/t) 

Thierry (Underground) Measured & Indicated 8,815 1.66 0.19 4.0 

Inferred 14,922 1.64 0.16 6.4 

Total 23,737 

K1-1 (Open-Pit) Inferred 53,614 0.38 0.10 1.8 
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COMMENT: We consider the results of the study to be encouraging, as the assumptions look realistic in terms of 

the production rate, metal prices, capital and operating costs. 

 

(2) Spanish Joint Venture Sale 
 

In May 2012, Cadillac Ventures sold its 90% interest in the Spanish mineral exploration joint venture with Minas 

de Aguas Tenidas S.A. (MATSA). The sale price ($2,500,000) was paid in three installments, with the final 

$1,000,000 payment made by June 13, 2012. The purchaser was Iberian Minerals Corp., of which MATSA is a 

wholly-owned subsidiary. 

 

COMMENT: Although the price that Cadillac was paid for its interest in the JV was lower than the capital 
expenditures the Company incurred at the properties in Spain ($3 million), we consider the divestment as being 

positive for the Company. (1) The sale of the Spanish assets provided funds for the bulk of the Company’s 2012 
exploration program which focused on the K1-1 deposit at the Thierry property. (2) Cadillac’s Spanish assets had 

been out of the spotlight for more than a year, and the market attributed little inherent value to them. (3) The 

Company got a substantial amount of hard dollars at a time when it would have been difficult to get equity 
financing. (4) Cadillac is now able to concentrate on its key Thierry property, which is being actively explored, 

and on the Burnt Hill property.  

 

(3) K1-1 Summer Drilling 
 

In summer 2012, Cadillac Ventures drilled eight holes (7,218 feet or 2,200 metres) at the K1-1 deposit. The 

program was designed to deepen and widen the K1-1 pit as the drilling tested the areas outside the Whittle Pit 

shell (see the picture below).  

 

Picture 1: Whittle Pit Resource with 2012 Drillholes* 

 
Source: Company 

* Note: The 2012 drill hole traces are depicted as green lines while the mineralized intersections are represented as thickened 

red areas of the drill hole traces 

 

The holes returned grades comparable to (or better than) the grades contained within the current Whittle Pit NI 43-

101 compliant resource. Highlights of the program included 225 feet of 0.48% Cu (full assays from the drilling are 

available on the Company’s website and sedar.ca). 

 

COMMENT: Cadillac Ventures in June 2012 announced that the summer 2012 drilling program would be 
scaled back due to adverse market conditions. The Company thus decided to focus initially on the areas outside of 

the Whittle Pit shell to try and bring the K1-1’s 75.86 Mt global mineralization inventory to NI 43-101 status.  
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FUTURE PLANS 
 

(1) Further Drilling at K1-1 and Resource Estimate Update 
 

With positive summer drilling results, Cadillac Ventures remains focused on its drill program.  

 

COMMENT: Provided Cadillac Ventures is successful in raising financing, the Company should complete 
around 10,500 feet (about 3,200 metres) in total drilling this year. The remaining approximately 1,000 metres of 

drilling (estimated budget up to $800,000) will likely cover the Whittle Pit shell as well as the areas outside the 
shell. The 2012 drilling on K1-1 could add up to 20Mt in upgraded resources (i.e., from Inferred to higher 

categories) and new NI 43-101 compliant tonnage. Currently, K1-1 has 53.61 Mt of Inferred resource and 22.24 

Mt of non-NI 43-101 compliant resources for a global mineralization inventory of 75.86 Mt. The updated NI 43-

101 compliant resource estimate for K1-1 is likely to be published in late 2012 or early 2013. 

 

(2) PFS for the Thierry Property 
 

After obtaining the updated resource estimate for the K1-1 project, Cadillac Ventures plans to carry out a 

Preliminary Feasibility Study for the whole Thierry property.  

 

COMMENT: We expect that the PFS will arrive in mid-2013, subject to financing. Production at the Thierry 

property would thus be expected to start no earlier than 2016. 

 

(3) Exploration of the Burnt Hill Property 
 

After about a 1½- year hiatus, Cadillac Ventures plans to resume active exploration of its 51%-owned tungsten-tin 

Burnt Hill property in New Brunswick.  

 

COMMENT: As a strategic move to secure operational control over the property, the Company is contemplating 
paying Noront Resources (owner of the remaining 49%) a sum of $500,000 and thereby raising its ownership 

from 51% to 65%. This plan is dependent upon a successful capital raise. Alternatively, it is also possible that 
Cadillac Ventures may try to convince Noront Resources to sell its whole 49% stake, which would cost an 

additional $2-3 million. However, this is more likely to occur after Cadillac Ventures carries out an economic 

study on the property.  

 

As the next step, Cadillac Ventures plans to complete the earlier proposed 23-hole drilling program with the 

remaining six holes. Five more holes will likely be drilled to optimize the 2009 resource.  

 

COMMENT: We expect that the Company, due to financial constraints, will be able to spend no more than 
$500,000 on drilling of the Burnt Hill project in 2013. This means that some drilling would be done in 2014. After 

the drilling is finished, Burnt Hill should get an economic study, likely in mid-2014. Afterward, the Company 

plans to dewater the Burnt Hill mine to conduct underground drilling and take a bulk sample. The total 

exploration program at Burnt Hill could reach more than $6 million to be spent by 2016.  
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VALUATION 
 

We have used the same valuation methods as in our Initiating Report of June 2010. 

 

(1) Property Ratio Methodology; and 

(2) Per Attributable Metal Resource Methodology. 

 

(1) Property Ratio Valuation Method 
 

In the Property Ratio Method, we used the same peer companies as in the Initiating Report, with the exception of 

Marathon PGM Corporation which has since sold its assets to Stillwater Mining Company. The peers are the 

companies exploring for copper, gold and base metals in Canada, similar to Cadillac Ventures. 

 

Table 3: Property Ratio Valuation Table 

 

 
Source: eResearch 

 

Given the continuing difficult stock market environment for junior mining companies, the peer average Property 

Ratio is down from 2.31x in the Initiating Report to 0.75x. The current peer average Property Ratio yields an 

Intrinsic Value for Cadillac Ventures of $0.10 per share.  

 

For our determination of the Intrinsic Value of cadillac Ventures using the Property Ratio method, we have chosen 

a normalized Ratio of 1.50x. This provides an Intrinsic Value per share of $0.20. 
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(2) Per Attributable Metal Resource Method 
 

This valuation methodology takes into account the copper equivalent in the Thierry, K1-1, and Burnt Hill projects.  

 

Table 4: Matrix of Values Per Attributable Resource Pound 

Per Attributable Copper

  Resource lb (in-the-ground) $0.04 $0.07 $0.11 $0.14 $0.18 $0.21

Market Cap

   Using 303 M Resource lbs $10,594,046 $21,188,092 $31,782,138 $42,376,184 $52,970,230 $63,564,276

   Using 605 M Resource lbs $21,188,092 $42,376,184 $63,564,276 $84,752,368 $105,940,460 $127,128,552

   Using 908 M Resource lbs $31,782,138 $63,564,276 $95,346,414 $127,128,552 $158,910,690 $190,692,828

   Using 1,211 M Resource lbs $42,376,184 $84,752,368 $127,128,552 $169,504,736 $211,880,920 $254,257,105

   Using 1,513 M Resource lbs $52,970,230 $105,940,460 $158,910,690 $211,880,920 $264,851,151 $317,821,381

Value Per Share (147.9M shares)

   Using 303 M Resource lbs $0.07 $0.14 $0.21 $0.29 $0.36 $0.43

   Using 605 M Resource lbs $0.14 $0.29 $0.43 $0.57 $0.72 $0.86

   Using 908 M Resource lbs $0.21 $0.43 $0.64 $0.86 $1.07 $1.29

   Using 1,211 M Resource lbs $0.29 $0.57 $0.86 $1.15 $1.43 $1.72

   Using 1,513 M Resource lbs $0.36 $0.72 $1.07 $1.43 $1.79 $2.15  
Source: eResearch 

 

Our matrix below sets out the following: 

(1) A range of values for the price of copper, in the ground, from US$0.035 per pound (1% of our long-term 

forecast copper price of $3.50/lb) to US$0.18 per pound (5% of the price); and 

(2) A size of deposit ranging from 303 M lb Cu (20% of copper equivalent in the three projects) to 1,513 M lb Cu 

(100%). 

 

To calculate the Company’s Intrinsic Value using this method, we chose conservative assumptions of the in-

ground price of copper at US$0.11/pound (3% of the copper price) and a 908 M lb deposit (60% of copper 

equivalent in the three projects). Under these assumptions, the Intrinsic Value comes to $95.3 million, or $0.64 per 

share. 

 

(3) Target Price 
 

Averaging the two calculations provides an Intrinsic Value of $0.42 per share. Thus, we are maintaining our 

existing Target Price of $0.40 per share.  

 

COMMENT: This Target Price could be attainable by late 2013, which is our investment horizon, if Cadillac 
Ventures by that time: (1) obtains a successful updated NI 43-101 resource estimate for the K1-1 project; (2) 

obtains the PFS for K1-1; (3) has some success with its exploration at Burnt Hill; and (4) experiences a more 

favourable stock market environment for the junior mining sector. 

 

Our Target Price was lowered in mid-October from $0.52 per share. The reduction is primarily due to current poor 

general stock market conditions for the junior miners. When the atmosphere improves, and given the Company’s 

extensive planned drilling activity, the stock should perform better.  
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FINANCIAL POSITION 
 
Burn Rate: The Company’s burn rate fluctuated between $1.7 million - $1.8 million in 2011-2012. We expect 

that the burn rate will remain in this range over the next 12 months. 

 

Capex: We estimate that Cadillac Ventures has spent around $1.7 million on the drilling of K1-1 in 2012. The 

remaining exploration budget for the project over the next 12 months (including drilling and the PFS) should be 

about $1.0 million. Burnt Hill’s exploration budget should amount to around $500,000, and an additional 

$500,000 could be paid to Noront Resources for its 14% interest in the property. As a result, Cadillac Ventures’ 

total mining properties book value as at August 31, 2013 could exceed $23.7 million. 

 

Financing: The Company received $2.5 million from the sale of its interest in the Spanish assets. On November 

20, 2012, the Company announced its intention to raise up to $3 million in a private placement of Units, being at a 

price of $0.09 per share for non-flow-through Units (NFT Units) and at $0.10 per share for flow-through Units 

(FT Units). Each NFT Unit comprises one common share and one common share purchase warrant, and each FT 

Unit consists of one common share to be issued through a “flow-through” basis and one-half of one common share 

purchase warrant. Each warrant is exercisable at $0.15 for 15 months after closing. If the Company is successful 

in raising the entire $3 million, and assuming that half is flow-through and half is non-flow-through, then Cadillac 

Ventures would issue an additional 60 million common shares. This would increase the Company’s total shares 

outstanding to approximately 184-185 million. We used this number of shares in our valuation calculations. Since 

they are all substantially out-of-the-money, we do not expect any warrants/options will be exercised by September 

2013 (see Table 5 below). However, even if the current capital raise is entirely successful, we anticipate that the 

Company will need to raise an additional $1.0 million over the next 6-9 months. 

 

Cash: Taking account of expected burn, capex and financings, the Company’s cash position should be around 

$75,000 at the end of August 2013. 

 

Table 5: Warrants and Options as of Pro Forma August 31, 2012 

 

 
Source: Company 

 

Abridged Financial Statements: On the following page, we set out abridged Statements of Income/(Loss), Cash 

Flow, and the Balance Sheet.  
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SELECTED FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
 

FY to FY to 12mo to 12mo to

May/2011 May/2012 Aug/2012 Aug/2013E

Statement of Income/(Loss)

Non-Operating Income 34,731           13,760           7,697                  18,729           

Gen & Admin ("Burn") (1,716,890)     (1,762,035)     (1,721,873)          (1,756,310)     

Other Operating Expenses (238,454)        (164,769)        (126,823)             (176,682)        

Exploration Evaluation Expenses (1,556,052)     (198,463)        (190,163)             (195,868)        

Amortization (51,417)          (43,388)          (39,813)               (44,873)          

Stock-Based Compensation (399,784)        (239,926)        (206,904)             (319,855)        

Other Non-Cash Income/(Expenses) (60,946) 1,134,563 1,659,863 536,809

Net Income/(Loss) (3,988,811)     (1,260,257)     (618,016)             (1,938,050)     

Total Shares Outstanding 107,175,441 124,423,818 124,423,818 184,423,818

Weighted Average Shares Outstanding 94,381,437 116,179,924 120,301,871       154,423,818

Earnings (Loss) Per Share ($0.04) ($0.01) ($0.01) ($0.01)

Statement of Cash Flow

Net Income (Loss) (3,990,054) (1,205,206) (562,965)             (1,938,050)     

All Non-Cash Items 513,390 (906,300) (1,479,887) (172,081)

Cash Flow from Operations (3,476,664) (2,111,506) (2,042,852) (2,110,131)

Capital Expenditures (Properties) (3,702,271)     (5,069,124)     (4,351,043)          (2,400,000)     

Other Investing Items (2,897,986) 4,368,738 4,020,371 500,000

Free Cash Flow (10,076,921) (2,811,892) (2,373,524) (4,010,131)

Working Capital Changes (712,988)        560,663         (661,431)             23,837           

Equity Financing 10,896,139 3,057,298 3,057,297 4,000,000

Change in Cash 106,230 806,069 22,342 13,706

Cash, Beginning of the Period 136,670         242,900         41,829 64,171           

Cash, End of the Period 242,900         1,048,969      64,171 77,877           

As at: As at: As at: As at:

May/2011 May/2012 Aug/2012 Aug/2013E

Balance Sheet

Cash and Equivalents 242,900 1,048,969 64,171 77,877           

Short-Term Investments 2,910,000 30,000 315,000 318,150

Other Current Assets 1,125,112 1,879,988 448,222 481,839

Mining Properties 15,818,106    20,045,784    20,841,412         23,641,412    

Other Assets 615,122 568,326 534,777 614,994

Total Assets 20,711,240 23,573,067 22,203,582 25,134,272

Current Liabilities 1,232,462 1,620,501 654,275 1,542,540

Other Liabilities 390,511 390,511 390,511 370,985

Total Liabilities 1,622,973 2,011,012 1,044,786 1,913,525

Shareholders' Equity 19,088,267 21,562,055 21,158,796 23,220,746

Total Liabilities & Equity 20,711,240 23,573,067 22,203,582 25,134,272

Book Value (S.E.) Per Share $0.18 $0.17 $0.17 $0.13  
 

Source: Company, eResearch estimates 
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TRAFIGURA BEHEER B.V. 
 

Trafigura Beheer B.V. (“Trafigura”) is the largest single shareholder in Cadillac Ventures Inc., holding 26.03% of 

the common shares (28.38% fully diluted). 

 

A privately-held company, Trafigura is one of the largest international commodity traders with annual revenue of 

US$122 billion in 2011. It sources and trades commodities, such as crude oil, refined products, ores, concentrates, 

and refined metals for industrial consumers, and provides the ships and facilities to store and transport them. 

 

As the second-largest independent non-ferrous trading company in the world, Trafigura traded 26.7 million metric 

tonnes of non-ferrous and bulk commodities in 2011. It currently owns and operates concentrate storage facilities 

in South America, Africa, and China, and has one mine in Peru. The company has expanded its mining investment 

activities, incorporating projects in Africa, and is a significant stakeholder in various publicly-listed mining 

entities. 

 

As the third-largest independent oil trader in the world, Trafigura traded 110.7 million metric tonnes of oil and 

petroleum products in 2011. It has access to 3.85 million cubic metres of petroleum storage facilities through a 

combination of owned terminals under its PUMA network and long-term lease agreements with third-party oil 

terminals. It also charters more than 80 vessels worldwide. 

 

Trafigura has about 3,360 employees, around 90% of them locals, operating in 81 offices within 54 countries in 

Europe, North America, Latin America, Africa, and Australia. Principal corporate offices are located in 

Amsterdam, London, and Lucerne. This gives Trafigura the local knowledge to anticipate and respond to 

fluctuations in global supply and demand. 

Capitalizing on resource trading and investment expertise, Trafigura has diversified into asset management 

through the development of offshore hedge funds. Its wholly-owned subsidiary, Galena Asset Management, 

currently has assets in excess of $1.7 billion under management across a number of resource funds. 

Physical trading is a long-term business, and requires a genuine long-term commitment to all elements in the 

production and trading process. Therefore, Trafigura has made investments in, and has access to, key physical 

assets such as mines and storage facilities around the world central to its business model. Management of ships, 

storage tanks, mines and other logistical assets gives the company a business advantage while demonstrating their 

long-term commitment to the regions in which it operates. Trafigura takes significant equity positions in 

companies that demonstrate the ability to contribute to the vertical integration of the company by developing ore 

bodies within the three-year time horizon required by Trafigura’s traders. Its involvement extends to off-take 

agreements, and participating in project finance, cost overruns, and working capital facilities. Trafigura has access 

to approximately $33 billion in credit facilities and has invested more than $3.35 billion in industrial assets around 

the world. 

 

COMMENT: There are significant benefits to Cadillac Ventures from its relationship with Trafigura and its 
clearly-stated strategic intention to integrate vertically. Cadillac Ventures is virtually assured of being able to 

build, or sell-on, any of its projects ultimately deemed to be economically viable. 
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The Research Analysts who were involved in the preparation of this Research Report hereby certify that: 

(1) the views and opinions expressed herein accurately reflect the Research Analysts’ personal views concerning 

any and all securities and issuers that are either discussed or are the subject matter of this Research Report; 

and 

(2) The compensation received for the preparation of this report was not related, in any way, to the Research 

Analysts’ views and opinions expressed herein. 
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eResearch Disclaimer: In keeping with the policies of eResearch concerning its strict independence, all of the 
opinions expressed in this report, including the selection of the 12-month Target Price and the Recommendation 

(Buy-Hold-Sell) for the Company’s shares, are strictly those of eResearch, and are free from any influence or 

interference from any person or persons at the Company. In the preparation of a research report, it is the policy 
of eResearch to send a draft copy of the report, without divulging the Target Price or Recommendation or any 

reference to either in the text of the report, to the Company and to any third party that paid for the report to be 
written. Comments from Company management are restricted to correcting factual errors, and ensuring that 

there are no misrepresentations or confidential, non-public information contained in the report. eResearch, in its 

sole discretion, judges whether to include in its final report any of the suggestions made on its draft report. 
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eResearch Recommendation System 
 

Strong Buy:  Expected total return within the next 12 months is at least 40%. 

Buy:  Expected total return within the next 12 months is between 10% and 40%. 

Speculative Buy:  Expected total return within the next 12 months is substantial, but Risk is High (see below). 

Hold: Expected total return within the next 12 months is between 0% and 10%. 

Sell:  Expected total return within the next 12 months is negative. 

 

 

eResearch Risk Rating System 
 

A company may have some, but not necessarily all, of the following characteristics of a specific risk rating to qualify for that rating: 

 

High Risk:  Financial - Little or no revenue and earnings, limited financial history, weak balance sheet, negative free cash 

flows, poor working capital solvency, no dividends.  

 Operational - Weak competitive market position, early stage of development, unproven operating plan, high cost 

 structure, industry consolidating, business model/technology unproven or out-of-date. 

 

Medium Risk:  Financial - Several years of revenue and positive earnings, balance sheet in line with industry average, positive 

free cash flow, adequate working capital solvency, may or may not pay a dividend. 

 Operational - Competitive market position and cost structure, industry stable, business model/technology is well 

established and consistent with current state of industry. 

 

Low Risk:  Financial - Strong revenue growth and earnings over several years, stronger than average balance sheet, strong 

positive free cash flows, above average working capital solvency, company may pay (and stock may yield) 

substantial dividends or company may actively buy back stock. 

 Operational - Dominant player in its market, below average cost structure, company may be a consolidator, 

company may have a leading market/technology position. 

 

 

eResearch Disclosure Statement 
 

eResearch is engaged solely in the provision of equity research to the investment community. eResearch provides published 

research and analysis to its Subscribers on its website (www.eresearch.ca), and to the general investing public through its extensive 

electronic distribution network and through newswire agencies. With regards to distribution of its research material, eResearch 

makes all reasonable efforts to provide its publications, via e-mail, simultaneously to all of its Subscribers. 

 

eResearch does not manage money or trade with the general public, provides full disclosure of all fee arrangements, and adheres to 

the strict application of its Best Practices Guidelines. 

 

eResearch accepts fees from the companies it researches (the “Covered Companies”), and from financial institutions or other third 

parties. The purpose of this policy is to defray the cost of researching small and medium capitalization stocks which otherwise 

receive little or no research coverage.  

 

Cadillac Ventures Inc. paid eResearch $17,000+HST to have it conduct research on the Company on an Annual Continual Basis.  

 

To ensure complete independence and editorial control over its research, eResearch follows certain business practices and 

compliance procedures. For instance, fees from Covered Companies are due and payable prior to the commencement of research. 

Management of the Covered Companies are sent copies, in draft form without a Recommendation or a Target Price, of the Initiating 

Report and the Update Report prior to publication to ensure our facts are correct, that we have not misrepresented anything, and 

have not included any non-public, confidential information. At no time is management entitled to comment on issues of judgment, 

including Analyst opinions, viewpoints, or recommendations. All research reports must be approved, prior to publication, by 

eResearch’s Director of Research, who is a Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA). 

 

All Analysts are required to sign a contract with eResearch prior to engagement, and agree to adhere at all times to the CFA 

Institute Code of Ethics and Standards of Professional Conduct. eResearch Analysts are compensated on a per-report, per-company 

basis and not on the basis of his/her recommendations. Analysts are not allowed to accept any fees or other consideration from the 

companies they cover for eResearch. Analysts are allowed to trade in the shares, warrants, convertible securities or options of 

companies they cover for eResearch only under strict, specified conditions, which are no less onerous than the guidelines postulated 

by IIROC. Similarly, eResearch, its officers and directors, are allowed to trade in shares, warrants, convertible securities or options 

of any of the Covered Companies under identical restrictions. 
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